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Welcome to the BGE Midweek Classroom Broadcasts!
On behalf of the BSO Associate Conductor, Nicholas Hersh, Assistant
Conductor Jonathan Taylor Rush, the members of the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra, and the BSO Education Department, we are delighted to
welcome you to our 2020-2021 Midweek Classroom Broadcasts. With the
BSO’s Midweek Concert series as the longest running education initiative
at the BSO (running since February 16, 1924), and the first regular
educational concert series of any orchestra in the country, we are thrilled to
have you join us for these concerts online.

About This Guide
On the next pages you will find the Early Listener’s Guide for the Percussion
Concert Program, written by a highly skilled group of Maryland educators
with specialism in Music, Drama, Science, English/Language Arts, and Visual
Arts, led by award-winning curriculum writer and editor, Richard McCready.
At the start of the guide is a “Snapshot” of your concert experience. This will
give you a sense of what to expect in the broadcast, along with some thoughts
about the various curricular connections, and music we suggest you listen to in
the classroom, or at home.
Beyond the Snapshot pages you will find a variety of activities, called
“Mallets” to signify the various directions that you can explore in conjunction
with this online concert. Each Mallet may be used in any order you wish. We
have also highlighted the various cross-curricular links that align with each
Mallet so that you may jump to areas that are of particular interest to you and
your students. We hope that your students try at least one activity prior to
viewing the concert so they can make the most of their viewing experience.
Each activity is written to encourage students’ natural sense of creativity and
exploration. They will be able to read the activity pages or you can read the
activities with them. Some of the activities are scientific, some are movement
games, some employ and encourage art skills, and some involve storytelling
and role-play. You best know your students, their capabilities, and their
interests. You should encourage students to try the activities that you feel most
appropriate for them.
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These guides are designed and intended as a mere starting point for
exploration, with the essential piece being the work that is created by the
student, for the student. Our ultimate goal is to facilitate a strong connection
between the music performed by the BSO and the everyday lives of your
students, so that they may continue to take music with them wherever they
go.
Please feel free to share your students’ work with us at the BSO—we love to
see where the ideas from these activities might take your students and all the
inspired, arts-integrated work they will produce in the classroom. If you
wish to share any materials with us at the BSO, please send them to
education@bsomusic.org.
We hope you enjoy this guide, your explorations that are yet to come, the
concert experience, and sharing your creative work with us.
Warmly,

Carole Wysocki
Director of Education & LifeLong Learning
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Micca Page
Education Programs Assistant
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
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Percussion Concert Program
The Snowman: Concert Progra
Below is the list of pieces that will be available online. Please take some time to
listen to these pieces.

❖ JOHN CAGE: Living Room Music, To Begin & To End
❖ CHRISTOPHER ROUSE: Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
❖ BRIAN PRECHTL, text by WORDSMITH: What is Good?
❖ ARTURO MARQUEZ: Danzón No. 2
About the Composers
John Cage (1912-1992) gained notoriety in the classical music community
for his 1952 piece 4’33, a composition where the musician sat at the piano
without making any sound for the duration of the time. The piece became a
popular topic of discussion among musicologists (a scholarly researcher of
music) and performers. Cage was a music theorist and philosopher who
focused on non-standard uses of musical instruments, most notably
prepared piano (a piano that has been altered by placing objects like bolts
on or between its strings), and is considered an ‘avant-garde’ composer.
Through his partnership with choreographer Merce Cunningham, he also
contributed to the development of modern dance. His teachers Henry
Cowell and Arnold Schoenberg were innovative pioneers in modern
classical music. In addition to studies in music, Cage was a philosopher,
specializing in Indian and Eastern philosophies and Zen Buddhism. Cage
attended Pomona College, Claremont as a theology major and then went to
the University of Southern California to study with composer Arnold
Schoenberg. You can read more about John Cage here.
: Jessie Montgomery is an acclaimed composer, violinist, and educator who lives
in New York City. She
is the recipient of the Leonard Bernstein Award from the ASCAP Foundation and
her works are
performed frequently around the world by leading musicians and ensembles.
Her
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music
interweaves classical music with elements of popular music, improvisation,
language, and social

Percussionist and composer Brian Prechtl (left) has been a
member of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra since 2003.
He has held Principal Percussion positions in the Columbus
Symphony Orchestra and the Toledo Symphony Orchestra.
He graduated with high distinction from the University of
Michigan in 1984 with a Bachelor of Music degree and
went on to earn his Master of Music degree from
Temple University in 1986. He has been a leader in the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra’s outreach program,
OrchKids since its inception 11 years ago. In 2016 he was
awarded with a Ford Award for Excellence in Community
Service from the League of American Orchestras for his
work in the OrchKids Program. An active composer,
Prechtl has had world premiere performances at the
Grand Teton Music Festival, the Eastman School of Music,
the Colorado Symphony Orchestra and throughout
Baltimore.
Anthony Parker (right) better known as
“Wordsmith” is a Baltimore-based rapper,
musician and entrepreneur. His mission is to
entertain and educate through a message of
purpose while providing clean, quality Music
for the Masses. Philanthropy has always been
a major part of Wordsmith’s core values and
his partnerships with Project Plase Homeless
Shelter in Baltimore and Kids Connection
Haiti keeps his purpose alive and well. As of
July 2020, Wordsmith officially opened his
nonprofit “Rise with a Purpose, Inc.”
Wordsmith has released 5 albums over his
career, became a Grammy Voting Member
and earned winner of Best Rap/Hip Album
for Perspective Jukebox at the 16th
Independent Music Awards. 2019 brought
prominent features in the hit shows Russian
Doll (Netflix), Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
(Netflix), Preacher (AMC) and Skam France
(UK TV). Wordsmith has collaborated with
notable acts Chubb Rock, Skyzoo, Camp Lo,
Sadat X, Jaz-O, Ruste Juxx, Grand Daddy
I.U. & his cousin Roc Marciano over the
years. Read more about Wordsmith here.
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Christopher Rouse (1949-2019) was born in Baltimore in February 1949. He studied music
composition at Oberlin Conservatory and continued that study at Cornell with composer Karel
Husa. In between degrees, Rouse studied with the composer George Crumb. His compositions
are considered ‘neo-romantic’ and he has said that all of his music was composed in order to
‘convey a sense of urgency’. His works have been praised for their orchestration, especially his
treatment of the percussion section. Rouse taught composition at both the Eastman School of
Music and the Juilliard School. He was the composer-in-residence with the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra from 1985 to 1988. He received a Grammy Award for Best Contemporary Classical
Composition, a Pulitzer Prize in Music, and more. You can read more about Christopher Rouse
and his work here.
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Arturo Marquez (1950-present) is a Mexican composer who is known for using traditional Mexican
rhythmic patterns and motives in his music. He was born in Alamos, Sonora, Northern Mexico, the son of
a mariachi musician and grandson of a Mexican folk musician.The only one of his nine siblings to pursue
music, Marquez attended the Mexican Music Conservatory for studies in piano and music theory. He was
awarded a Fulbright Scholarship and graduated with an MFA (a masters degree of fine arts) from the
California Institute of the Arts. His composition Danzón No.2 was performed by the Simon Bolivar
Youth Orchestra under the baton of Gustavo Dudamel (watch it here!) and he was awarded the National
Prize for Arts and Sciences by then Mexican President Felipe Calderon. You can read more about
Marquez here.
Emerging young conductor and winner of the Respighi Prize
in Conducting, Jonathan Taylor Rush brings passion,
unique interpretation, and refreshing energy to the orchestral
experience. Mr. Rush is known for bringing the music he
conducts to life, as he spends time with every detail in the
score and clearly communicates these details to those under
his baton. As a conductor, he has served as Music Director of
the Buckeye Philharmonic Orchestra, an orchestra on the
campus of The Ohio State University. In 2017, he became the
conducting fellow for the Baltimore Symphony Youth
Orchestra and in 2018, Rush was also named a Project
Inclusion Conducting Fellow with the Chicago Sinfonietta,
which was followed by an appointment to Assistant
Conductor in 2019. As Assistant Conductor of the Chicago
Sinfonietta, he worked alongside music professionals and
fellow conductors to help, “redefine classical music,” by
changing its face, and encouraging diversity in orchestras
across the United States. You can read more about Mr. Rush
at his website, www.jonathanrush.com.
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Percussion Concert Snapshot for Teachers and Students

This online Percussion Midweek Concert showcases the major talents and rhythmic
creations of the BSO’s percussion section, with a timely contribution from the BSO’s
newest artistic partner, Wordsmith, collaborating with percussionist and composer, Brian
Prechtl. This program also delves into the history and cultural significance of percussion
instruments, with selections from contemporary and international composers. Our first
piece, movements from Living Room Music by John Cage is a thought-provoking
exploration of ‘found instruments’, played in a living room setting that is sure to inspire
students to make music wherever they are. From there, we hear Baltimore native
Christopher Rouse’s Ku-Ka-Ilimoku , personifying the Hawaiian God Ku̅, in an electrifying
demonstration of the sonic power of the combined section. What Is Good? by Brian
Prechtl includes powerful poetic narration by Wordsmith, speaking to the truth of his
experience being racially profiled. After listening to this piece, students and teachers can
begin conversations about social justice work, and explore how to express their emotions
and identity in their artistic creations. Our program ends with the toe-tapping and danceinducing popular work, Danzón No. 2 by Mexican composer Arturo Marquez, a wonderful
introduction to the rhythmic characteristics of Mexican music and the colors that the
percussion section adds to a piece. The following activities are designed to highlight
elements of the program in ways that will foster creativity and artistic growth, and encourage
students to make further academic and artistic connections. Each “Mallet” contains an
introduction to concepts, visual aids, extra online resources and specific curricular
connections, which will allow teachers and parents to tailor them to best suit their learner’s
needs.
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Mallet One: Today’s Living Room Music

INTRODUCTION
John Cage wrote a piece using sounds he found
in his living room, but is that how your living
room sounds? We will create a soundscape using
sounds we find in your own personal living
rooms.

ACTIVITY
Our living rooms are the scenes for many different events in our lives, each with their
unique sounds. John Cage tells the performers of “Living Room Music” to use any
household objects to use as instruments. Many performers have used newspapers,
boxes, tables, silverware, books, or even the floor!
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What kinds of things in your living room can be used as objects? Brainstorm
as many as you can think of.
Select your 4 favorite “instruments” on your list.
Choose a rhythm or beat to play on each one that will be repeated over and
over. In music we call this an “ostinato”. Give each instrument its own unique
rhythm. It can be slow, fast, busy, plain, or fancy!

Play the unique rhythm of each of your living room “instruments” 8 times.
When you’re ready, record each “instrument” and their rhythm. You can:
● Use a program like SoundTrap or GarageBand to record each
“instrument” and its unique rhythm individually, then play them all at
the same time to hear your completed composition.
● Record all 4 “instruments” and their rhythms one after another. Show
your recording to few friends or family members and have them help
you play your living room “instruments” with you to hear your
completed composition
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RESOURCES
Video of a “Living Room Music” performance
Ideas for household “found” instruments
Video tutorial about SoundTrap recording basics
Video tutorial about GarageBand recording basics

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for
presentation
❖ Responding
o 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal
experiences to make art
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Mallet Two: Expressing Yourself Through Rhythm

"Kitchen stuff" by ernie_nh7l is marked with CC PDM 1.0

INTRODUCTION
How do you express yourself when you are angry, frustrated, happy, sad,
hyper, tired, etc? Do you choose particular music to fit your mood?
What if there was a way for you to use objects around you to create sounds that
give you a way to express yourself using rhythm…...and have fun doing it?
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ACTIVITY
Search your house or your classroom for as many things as you can find that
make a sound that you think you can use. Remember you are looking for
sounds you can use for many different emotions. (please be careful not to use
things that can break easily!) The above picture shows lots of potential
objects. If you are in a classroom, find objects in the room that are not
“regular” instruments.
Pick objects that fit the emotion you want to express right now. What did you
pick and why? Next, what speed is your emotion? Is it loud, soft or right in
the middle? Do you think it needs to get louder or softer as you express what
you feel?
Now take a breath and begin to play whatever comes to you as you express
yourself. When you feel you are done, find your ending.
How do you feel now? Are you willing to share what you played? Would you
like others to join you and share your emotion on what they have chosen?
Summary: The most wonderful part about using your emotions to create
music is that the music is yours. Song writers, rappers, composers,etc. all
reach deep into themselves to create what you listen to everyday. You don’t
need special instruments to make music!
Extension activities
Record your music and use it as a background for a rap. There are many cool
apps available that you can use to loop your music. Maybe search for Loopy
HD, GarageBand, Soundtrap, or BandLab - these are fun and not too difficult
to learn.
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RESOURCES
Found sound videos:
https://youtu.be/qo0fH0yGwnc
https://youtu.be/TPU3NefyktQ
https://youtu.be/fOCaNBGMMgE
www.incredibox.com (click on “try the web version”)

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Presenting
o 4: Select, analyze and interpret artistic work for presentation
o 5: Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for
presentation
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Mallet Three: Intuitive Mark Making

INTRODUCTION
Do you like having fun? Intuitive mark making can be fun and simple. It starts as a
simple doodle that will become more detailed as you go. It is a drawing for the joy of the
process, without knowing in advance what you are making. It is a work of art that is all
about self expression. In the BSO Percussion concert you will hear music that shows
how a percussionist and storyteller express their feelings.
Do you ever think, “I can’t draw?” Intuitive Mark Making is a great way to express
yourself with none of the worries. It’s a chance to listen to the music and show your
feelings. Set your mind free! It is based on your intuition. Intuition is something you
know without having to think about it.
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ACTIVITY
A mark is a dot, a long dot turns into a line, a bunch of dots can become a shape
and repeating marks makes patterns and creates emphasis. Use these ideas
while listening to the music to express yourself. There is not a right answer,
just your self expression.
1. Gather the materials you would like to use: paint on canvas, ink, pencil,
or marker on paper, a scratched mark on plaster or in wood, or a digital
paint tool (something you might use to draw using your mouse or finger
on a computer screen).
2. Listen to the music from this concert or select a piece of music that
speaks to you (that makes you feel a certain way.)
3. Maybe start with your eyes closed. As you listen, let the feeling of the
music determine how you will make marks. For instance if the music is
gentle and flowing you may want curvy lines but if the music is staccato
and loud you may want a zigzag line.
4. Repetition of lines and shapes near each other will create emphasis in
your visual composition just like repetition in music can create emphasis
within a score.
5. Fill your space to make a complete visual composition.
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RESOURCES
Click here to learn more about intuitive mark making:
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/student-resource/exam-help/markmaking
Click here to watch a youtube artist at work:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkQPqdvqzDY

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Presenting
o 4: Select, analyze and interpret artistic work for
presentation
❖ Responding
o 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work
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Mallet Four: Trash to Treasure
INTRODUCTION
Did you know that you can turn ‘trash’ into wonderful musical
instruments? Not only can you play rhythm patterns, but you can also
play melodies! Let’s explore some percussion instruments.
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ACTIVITY 1
The Steel Pan
Where did it come from: Trinidad and Tobago comprises two island nations
in the Caribbean. Many years ago, this island nation produced and exported a
lot of oil, which was transported in drums. After a while, the island nation
had lots of drums but nothing to do with them. Many stories surround who
created the initial instruments, but what we know for sure is that the sound is
absolutely beautiful and has become a treasure of the island.
The pan is said to be one of the few acoustic instruments invented in the 20th
century.
What do steel pans look like?
What do they sound like?
Here is an example of a STEEL ORCHESTRA as they prepare for Trinidad
and Tobago’s largest celebration, CARNIVAL. https://youtu.be/uYqAX9vCUrk
Orchestras compete to have the best music for carnival celebrants to enjoy!
They usually play SOCA music, which is a fast, dancing style of music.
However, steel orchestras can also play other styles of music, like this:
https://youtu.be/wJAqJ6Sizaw
Your turn!
Would you like to try making a steel pan? Here is a website to assist you!
Have fun!
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ACTIVITY 2
Bucket drumming!
Have you ever seen young men on the streets (maybe at Baltimore’s Inner Harbor)
playing buckets? Yes, you can make a lot of music from buckets! Bucket drumming
has been around since the 1980s as a way for street musicians to make some money.
They sometimes set up their drums in train stations, street corners and other places
and play! Passersby often give them money, to thank them for making music and
brightening their day. Now, bucket drumming is very popular, even in schools!
Listen to street musician in our nation’s capital, Washington, DC https://youtu.be/8hyQ-eAdiYw.
Notice that he has different sized buckets, and he plays different parts of the buckets
in order to create different sounds.
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Your turn!
Give it a try! Make sure you get permission from an adult.
1. Get your bucket! If you don’t have a bucket, what can you use instead?
Find 2 sticks, spoons or anything with which to hit the buckets;
2. Explore ways in which to play your bucket and the sounds that you can
make on your bucket!
3. Play the following pattern on your instrument. You can play whatever
rhythm you discover on various parts of your instrument! Here some
examples. Remember to discover your own patterns! What other parts
of your bucket can you play on?
Side edge top side
Top side top edge
Side top edge side
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RESOURCES
Please visit this website for more information on the steel pan.
This website provides information on Soca music.
Bucket drumming is very popular in our nation’s capital, Washington D.C.
The rhythms commonly used can be heard in D.C’s homegrown music, GoGo. For more information on this genre and its ‘father’, please visit Chuck
Brown, the Father of Go-Go.

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Presenting
o 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work
❖ Connecting
o 11: Relate artistic ideas and work with societal, cultural and
historical context to deepen understanding
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Mallet Five: Everybody Clap Your Hands!
INTRODUCTION
Are you really good at clapping
rhythms? Explore sounds using
only body percussion, and create
some amazing musical rhythm
patterns!

ACTIVITY
Clapping is one of the first percussive actions we create as humans. As
babies, we watched grownups clapping, and we imitated them because it
looked like fun! As time rolled along, we discovered that we could create
our own clapping patterns, extending to other body percussion, such as:
tapping the palm with two fingers, clapping cupped hands, rubbing hands
together, slapping knees, clicking fingers, tapping fingertips together,
tapping knuckles, clicking heels, tapping fingernails on table or floor,
tapping knuckles on table or floor, rubbing fingers on table or floor,
slapping fingers on table or floor, etc.....
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Game #1: Eight Counts: Write numbers 1-8 on a chart or the board. Ask each person
in your class to choose 2 squares to clap (you might choose to clap on 3 and 6).
Nominate a timekeeper to count steadily to 8, and have the group clap their piece.
Game #2: Medium sized groups: Eight Counts: Make a simple chart, one line per
person. Each person chooses 2 squares to clap, with rests for the other 6 squares,
shown below. Have each person choose a sound effect. Start with a tempo
countdown, and then have group play together, clapping on their chosen squares.
Now, change the clapping to another body percussion and try again. Be sure to
include some rests (places where nobody makes their sound).

Chart for #2
1
You

2

3

Lucia
Sami

5

X

6

7

8

X

Me
Jamal

4

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

Game #3: For small groups: Create a list of body percussion sounds. Make a 4x4
chart (fold or draw) and fill in each square with 1 or 2 body percussion sounds.
Include at least 1 rest to make it more challenging. Play your piece.
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Sample grid #3
stomp

Clap clap

Shh shh

pop

Tap tap

brushh

snap

rest

knock

Pop pop

(Nails) click click

Pat pat

clap

Stomp stomp

rest

knock

Game #4: small to medium groups: Choose a leader, and create a found sound
rhythm pattern. Go around the circle and have each person play their pattern. Now,
when the leader gives a count in, stagger-start performing the rhythms, keep
repeating until everyone is in. Play through the pattern a couple of times, and see if
you can stagger out as well. Or, you could choose a group rhythm as a signal to stop.
Have the leader play it once, and then everyone plays the stopping rhythm to finish.
Challenge each other with more complex rhythms, faster speeds/tempos, changed
volumes/dynamics, and so much more!

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Presenting
o 4: Select, analyze and interpret artistic work for presentation
o 5: Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation
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Mallet Six: Clapping Chants and Games

INTRODUCTION
Miss Mary Mack, Mack, Mack….Clapping chants and hand jives have been around
for hundreds of years, yet were only documented in recent history. Children around
the world play clapping games, often copying topics overheard by adults, and then
filtering into “kid language” to make the topic more easily understood. Some are
simply chanting nonsense syllables, while others chant lists of their favorite things.
This activity will include the opportunity to create both a chanting text and a
clapping/body percussion pattern.
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ACTIVITY
Find a topic. Here are a few easier suggestions: Ice cream flavors and why you like
ice cream, naming sports teams, favorite colors and why you like a color, games, or
use a sample chant to create your own.
Here is one, played in pairs, called
Oh Jolly Playmate
Oh jolly playmate, (join hands, swing arms crossing hands) XX
Come out and play with me,
(*clap partner’s hand backs, fronts, clap own, cross clap left and right) XX
Over the garden gate, (repeat*) XX
Climb up my apple tree,(repeat*) XX
Slide down my rainbow,(repeat*) XX
Into my cellar door,(repeat*) XX
And we'll be jolly friends,(repeat*) XX
Forever more, more, shut the door!
(repeat*) end with clap partner’s hands 3 times on Shut The Door)
The hand rhythm: The end of each line includes 2 claps.
Now, it is your turn. Choose this, or one in the link below. Write your chant,
following the rhythm of the text. Clap using the given rhythm, or write one of your
own! The possibilities are endless!
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RESOURCES
Here is a web page with some popular hand clapping chants
https://icebreakerideas.com/hand-clapping-games/
Here is a chart of hand claps to create your clapping game
https://www.sos.mo.gov/CMSImages/Wolfner/232ClappingGame.pdf

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 2: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
❖ Presenting
o 4: Select, analyze and interpret artistic work for
presentation
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Mallet Seven: Percussion at Home

INTRODUCTION
There are percussive sounds all over your house! Go on a PERCUSSION HUNT to
find sounds that shake, scrape, and strike. Be on the look-out for appropriate and
safe sounds made from wood, metal, and skins (membranes) like a drum. Be sure
to ask permission from your parents or caregiver to use these items! Collect your
“found sounds” in a basket, bag, or box to participate in the music activities below.
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ACTIVITY 1
Using call and response form in the style of the story “We’re Going on a Bear
Hunt”, perform the echo chant with a sibling, friend, or caregiver. Repeat the
poem several times being sure to choose a new sound for each verse. Use the
table below as a prompt to guide your performance.
We’re going on a PERCUSSION HUNT (echo)
I’m searching to hear (echo)
Sounds that _______ or Sounds made of_______ (echo)
Play it loud and clear! (echo)
(16 beats to improvise using the sounds you found)

Sounds that...

Sounds made of...

Shake

wood

Scrape

metal

Strike

skin

Crinkle

plastic
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ACTIVITY 2
John Cage demonstrates in his “Living Room Music” that the most ordinary sounds of
everyday life can actually be considered music. You will notice there are four parts in his
music being performed at the same time - this means each of four percussionists are playing
a different part to make the music together. Each part adds style and character to create the
TEXTURE of the music.
Look at the “Percussion Chant” below. How many parts do you see?

Pick one of the four parts to perform with the chant! Challenge your friends and family by
teaching them the four parts and seeing if you can perform the piece as an ensemble. Try
changing the sound of your voice to make the performance interesting for anyone listening.
Click here to play along with a recording of the Percussion Chant!
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Challenge #1 - What would it sound like if each of you played a “found sound”
to play the parts simultaneously?
Challenge #2 - Create your own four parts and layer them together to create a
percussive musical piece! You can either create a speaking chant like the
example above or use “found sounds” to create rhythm patterns. Try to find a
way to write your patterns down (in music we call that notation) so others can
read it and perform it, too!
Make a video and tweet it to us @BaltSymphony so we can enjoy your
performance!

RESOURCES
Listen to John Cage’s “Living Room Music” with the score: https://youtu.be/tKrwCkHQRco

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Presenting
o 5: Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation
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Mallet Eight: Assemblage

INTRODUCTION
Stomp your feet, clap your hands, bang on the table, tap on the window (gently, please).
Alone each of these is just a sound. Put them together and you can turn it into music.
In the BSO percussion concert, you will hear an “assemblage” of percussion pieces that
takes it a step further by adding words on top.
Junk, junk, junk, Visual artists do this assembling too. They combine different pieces
of junk together to make a composition we call assemblage. A composition is how
elements are arranged to make a piece of work. How did you arrange your sounds to
make your piece of music? Now let’s try it for the visual arts!
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ACTIVITY
Gather some junk!
Start by gathering “stuff” to use to build your sculpture. The recycling bin is
a good place to start. Clean out some broken toys, use items from games that
are already missing pieces. Do a little brainstorming here. Where can you
collect some junk items from?
Make sure to ask an adult before you take it just in case it is a needed item.
Not every item needs to be different. It is okay to repeat some of the items
you select.
Ready, set, go! Let’s build!
1. Get a piece of cardboard to build your sculpture on. This is called the
base. Cereal boxes can work well for this. Make sure you’ve eaten all the
cereal first.
2. Arrange your objects in a way that is pleasing to you. Try to layer the
objects, build in patterns and use a variety of textures.
3. Using liquid glue, glue your objects in place. Remember to start at the
bottom layer. Give your sculpture plenty of time to dry. Using clips or
heavier objects to hold parts of the sculpture in place while the glue is drying
may be helpful.
4. To create a unified piece of art, paint it with one color to make all the
pieces look like they go together. If you don’t have paint, look around you
for a unique coloring supply you could use.
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RESOURCES
Click here to learn more about assemblage artists:
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/a/assemblage
Click here to learn more about Louise Nevelson, an American assemblage artist:
https://americanart.si.edu/artist/louise-nevelson-3523
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/louise-nevelson-1696
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrvVI4RIE2s

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work
❖ Presenting
o 4: Select, analyze and interpret artistic work for presentation
❖ Responding
o 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work

For additional educational materials and opportunities, subscribe to the BSO Families
Facebook Page! All graphics except where otherwise noted were obtained from
creativecommons.org.
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